
#mentalstories with World
Health Organisation - Europe

#covid19youth
Sharing young people's stories of inspiration and hope in these extraordinary
circumstances.

Euro Youth Mental Health is looking to do many things, but one of our main priorities is empowering young
people to have a voice to share and inspire others to promote mental health and prevent the impact of
mental illness by encouraging young people to speak more openly to get help when they need it.

The World Health Organisation have currently set up a Technical Advisory Group on the impact of Covid19
on mental health and are looking to try to set up best practice and ideas on how to support people in the
upcoming years. As part of this work, they want to highlight the importance of mental health and the impact
on young people by sharing quotes and videos from young people in Europe, to highlight the importance of
mental health.

Criteria:
● From Europe, or lived there for at least 5 years
● Under 30

If interested please do the video, pr send us a picture to go with a quote from your survey and send to
Nickm@eymh.org

Areas you could cover in the video:
1. Name(only first name), age and where your from (have to answer)
2. Do you have a mental ill-health diagnosis?
3. How have has covid19 circumstances affected your mental health?

a. Access to care
b. Friends
c. self-care

4. What have you found helpful in managing your mental health?
5. How have you got help if you have needed it?
6. How has covid19 impacted your life? (school, university, volunteering, work, hobbies etc)
7. What are your main concerns about the future and your mental health?
8. What could help you to make sure you have positive mental health in the future?
9. What advice would you give a young person or professionals to look after their mental health in the

current circumstance?

Remember these are just ideas, you do not have to cover everything.

Video guidelines:
● 2 minutes approximately in length
● No music
● No branding or posters of bands, sports teams in background
● No branded/sports clothes
● Ideally in good light if you can help it
● Quiet area
● Horizontal please

Look forward to hearing from you – Stay Healthy Mentally!
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